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Abstract—Recently, there have been considerable efforts towards the convergence between P2P and Grid computing in order to reach a solution that takes the best of both worlds by exploiting the advantages that each offers. Augmenting the peer-to-peer model to the services of the Grid promises to eliminate bottlenecks and ensure greater scalability, availability, and fault-tolerance. The Grid Information Service (GIS) directly influences quality of service for grid platforms. Most of the proposed solutions for decentralizing the GIS are based on completely flat overlays. The main contributions for this paper are: the investigation of a novel resource discovery framework for Grid implementations based on a hierarchy of structured peer-to-peer overlay networks, and introducing a discovery algorithm utilizing the proposed framework. Validation of the framework’s performance is done via simulation. Experimental results show that the proposed organization has the advantage of being scalable while providing fault-isolation, effective bandwidth utilization, and hierarchical access control. In addition, it will lead to a reliable, guaranteed sub-linear search which returns results within a bounded interval of time and with a smaller amount of generated traffic within each domain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Grid is a type of parallel and distributed system that “enables coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations” [1]. Resources comprising the Grid are heterogeneous (e.g., computers, data sources, applications, etc.) and the main goal of the Grid is to efficiently enable users to access and integrate these resources through a single interface. The main subsystem responsible for achieving this is the Grid Resource Management System (GRMS).

In order to facilitate resource sharing, it would first be necessary that the GRMS finds the location of desired resources in an efficient and timely fashion. This problem is known as resource discovery. Resource discovery, a basic service of any GRMS, is concerned with the problem of matching a query for resources to a set that meets the query’s conditions. These conditions (constraints) describe required characteristics (or attributes) of the resources (e.g., having certain CPU architecture).

Current approaches to resource discovery on Grids are based on centralized or hierarchical client/server models. In such models, there exist one or more index servers which act as a centralized resource discovery directory. These servers maintain index information about available resources, and accept requests from resource consumers. As Grid systems increase in scale, they begin to require solutions to issues of self-configuration, fault-tolerance, and scalability, for which peer-to-peer (P2P) research has much to offer.

It is expected that there will be strong convergence between peer-to-peer and Grid computing [2]. The techniques used in each of these two different types of systems will result in mutual benefits. And the outcome of such convergence would be a new class of technologies which would address scalability, self-adaptation, and failure recovery, while, at the same time, providing a persistent and standardized infrastructure for interoperability.

In this paper, we present SAPRDG (Scalable Autonomous Resource Discovery for the Grid), a framework for scalable resource discovery on the Grid based on structured P2P overlay networks. The framework attempts to solve many of the difficulties encountered in P2P resource discovery while, at the same time, remaining scalable to a large number of distributed nodes. In particular, the contributions of the proposed framework are: (i) the ability to perform multi-attribute exact match and range queries to discover resources matching a given criteria, (ii) the ability to scale to a large number of nodes and organizations scattered over geographically distributed locations, and (iii) maintaining administrative control over the local resources and their states.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on the most recent efforts in utilizing structured P2P overlay networks for decentralizing the Grid Information Service (GIS). A description of the shortcomings of the current approaches to decentralized resource discovery and the suggested approach to overcome them is given in Section 3. Section 4 formally introduces the proposed resource discovery framework and provides a detailed...
Two approaches are proposed to search candidate resources and map the values of the resources to Chord's MAAN uses a uniform locality-preserving hash function to attribute range queries. To preserve the locality of keys, an extension of the Chord protocol [4] to handle multi-dimensional DHT as its underlying architecture. The set of all resources that satisfies each individual sub-query. sub-queries on each attribute dimension and is the intersection of the fact that search results of a query must satisfy all the routing hops needed to resolve the query by taking advantage of the key of the largest index of the smallest value in the range. Then the query is resolved by searching the node responsible of storing the attribute of the indexed items. Range queries in a hub are each hub is responsible for the management of a single attribute range queries queries from users. Server nodes are server nodes, which receive resource information and handle queries from users. Server nodes are organized using Bamboo [8], which is a structured P2P system similar to Pastry [9]. SWORD builds its own soft-state distributed data repository on top of the key-based routing functionality of the underlying DHT and assigns attributes to different sub-regions of the common overlay by the choice of explicit hash functions. These functions segment the key space by encoding the attribute in the higher-order bits. NodeWiz [10] is a self-organizing, distributed aggregate directory that specializes in multi-attribute range queries. NodeWiz is not DHT-based, it builds a distributed decision tree through routing tables created on the participating nodes. The number of tracked attributes is predetermined and, similar to SWORD, a soft-state approach is used for storing resource information for the dynamic attributes.

In [11], the authors present a Grid resource indexing algorithm based on the Pastry [9] DHT. A Resource ID is generated from the resource state by combining a 32-bit encoding for the dynamic attributes values and a 128-bit hash of a 32-bit encoding for the static attributes values to obtain a 160-bit key. Consequently, the dynamic part of the Resource ID is represented by overlapping arcs on the overlay. Three different heuristics for resolving range queries are proposed: single-shot searching, recursive searching, and parallel searching.

Table I summarizes the main features of the Grid resource discovery systems based on structured P2P architectures described above in terms of architecture, protocol, resource registration, query resolution, and load balancing.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Surveying the current literature on Grid systems based on P2P resource discovery techniques [12], [13] it is clear that utilizing such techniques in general, and structured P2P techniques in particular, for decentralizing the Grid Information Service (GIS) faces a number of challenges. The three main challenges are:

1. Nature of the query (number of dimensions and constraint type): Because they use hashing to distribute keys uniformly in order to achieve load balance, DHTs only directly support exact match queries. Extending DHTs to support range queries is a complex problem by itself and for supporting multidimensional range queries the problem is complicated even more.

2. Type of the resource attribute: In contrast to static attributes, dynamic attributes change very rapidly within short periods of time. Resource state information inserted into the GIS containing such attributes must be periodically refreshed to reflect the current state of the resource. This, however, may lead to high network traffic since a large number of messages get routed between the overlay’s nodes.

3. Preserving autonomy: Utilizing completely flat P2P overlays to decentralize the GIS does not take into account the autonomy of the participating organizations and their, possibly, conflicting interests. Thus, content locality and path locality cannot be ensured, thereby raising security and accountability concerns.

These challenges and resource discovery mechanisms attempting to address them directly affect two main performance factors: response time and amount of routed traffic. For example, locality greatly affects the response time. If the nodes containing the information being queried are in close proximity of each other, lookup messages will travel shorter distances resulting in less time to resolve queries. Also, solutions that address the range queries problem usually
domain their measured values. dynamic attributes that take into account the volatile nature of attributes, different techniques are used to resolve queries on difference in nature between static attributes and dynamic system, we parallelize the search process. In addition, due the queries, those spanning all the domains participating in the within that domain are reduced significantly. AS and, consequently, the response time for a query issued doing so, latencies between the nodes lying within the same framework that clusters the overlay nodes (not the data) are close together in the Id space. In contrast, we propose a attempt to cluster the data being inserted into a flat overlay resolve resource discovery queries in a decentralized fashion of maintenance messages to keep the index in a correct state. A good P2P resource discovery solution would attempt to address these challenges while striking a balance between these two performance factors.

A. Plan of Solution

In order to reduce the response time, recent approaches to resolve resource discovery queries in a decentralized fashion attempt to cluster the data being inserted into a flat overlay network so that points close together are mapped to nodes that are close together in the Id space. In contrast, we propose a framework that clusters the overlay nodes (not the data) depending on the autonomous system (AS) they are in. By doing so, latencies between the nodes lying within the same AS and, consequently, the response time for a query issued within that domain are reduced significantly.

Queries are resolved at the target cluster. And for global queries, those spanning all the domains participating in the system, we parallelize the search process. In addition, due the difference in nature between static attributes and dynamic attributes, different techniques are used to resolve queries on dynamic attributes that take into account the volatile nature of their measured values.

IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Before describing the framework, some terminology is in order. Each organization participating in a Grid system has its own set of routers to which the nodes in the system are attached. These routers form what is referred to in the field of computer networks as an autonomous system (AS). Therefore, within the context of this paper, the terms organization and domain will be used interchangeably.

A fixed system-wide attribute schema of resources is set in advance. The schema defines the following parameters for each attribute: value type, name, minimum value, maximum value, interval width, and attribute type. An example schema is shown in Table II. The interval width determines how the full value range of the attribute is discretized when performing resource registration or query resolution. The attribute’s nature determines whether the attribute is static or dynamic. This will be of interest when we discuss the discovery algorithm used in the framework.

### TABLE I
GRID RESOURCE DISCOVERY SYSTEMS BASED ON STRUCTURED P2P ARCHITECTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Routing Protocol</th>
<th>Resource Registration</th>
<th>Resource Query Resolution</th>
<th>Load Balancing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AdeepGrid</td>
<td>Resources are represented as potentially overlapping arcs on the DHT ring</td>
<td>Pastry</td>
<td>Hashing a customized encoding of attributes values, Normal DHT insertion.</td>
<td>Calculate resource ID based on protocol’s encoding and hash functions</td>
<td>Relies on underlying DHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NodeWiz</td>
<td>Divide attribute space using a structure represented by a kd-tree</td>
<td>Distributed decision tree-like</td>
<td>Utilize routing tables to locate responsible node.</td>
<td>Utilize routing tables to locate responsible node.</td>
<td>Divide attribute space during join based on workload according to propagated load information. (Top-K algorithm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAN</td>
<td>One DHT per attribute</td>
<td>Chord</td>
<td>Register each attribute in appropriate DHT</td>
<td>Query each attribute separately then intersect results at querying node</td>
<td>Uniform, locality preserving hash (LPH) function. Value distribution known in advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>One DHT per attribute</td>
<td>Symphony</td>
<td>All attributes registered in every DHT</td>
<td>Lookup on DHT of attribute with smallest range</td>
<td>Periodic network sampling to find load imbalances (leave-rejoin protocol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWORD</td>
<td>Assign attributes to different sub-regions of a common DHT</td>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>Route report containing values to sub-regions of key attributes</td>
<td>Send query to sub-region of most selective attribute, or one that is randomly chosen</td>
<td>Leave-rejoin protocol. Customized hash functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II
SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF AN ATTRIBUTE SCHEMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Min. Value</th>
<th>Max. Value</th>
<th>Interval Width</th>
<th>Nature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>Memory Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>Disk Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>CPU Idle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>Free Memory</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. System Organization

In the SAPRDG framework, the nodes of the system are organized in two levels of structured P2P overlays, as shown in Figure-1. A structured P2P overlay network (e.g. Chord [4], Pastry [9], Kademlia [14]) is created between various nodes within each organization to distribute the load and eliminate single points of failure.

Even though the nodes of any given organization are usually within a proximate range of each other and are connected via a high speed connection with large bandwidth. Constructing a structured P2P overlay between these nodes will allow the organization to build an incrementally scalable distributed discovery service using cheap commodity components [15].

From the nodes participating in the local P2P overlay of an organization, a small number of well connected and relatively
powerful nodes are chosen to perform inter-domain routing. These nodes then become gateways for any local node wishing to perform a search for resources existing in other domains. The gateway nodes (GNs) of each organization (or domain) participate in another structured P2P overlay at a higher level. This overlay would then enable routing messages between the different organizations.

The framework exploits a layered architecture in order to leverage existing technologies and techniques. This has the advantage of distributing responsibilities among different layers and provides the flexibility of changing implementations while maintaining the same interface between the various layers. Fig. 2 depicts the different layers that exist within each node of the system.

The information service (IS) layer contains the main modules of the framework and acts as the coordinator (or orchestrator) which guides the resource discovery process. Thus, it is in this layer where most of this proposal's implementation resides. The modules within this layer interact with each other and with the underlying layers to successfully process a given query for resources and return appropriate matches. The two main layers that the IS layer directly interacts with are the distributed indexing layer and the publish/subscribe layer. The former builds a distributed indexing data structure on top of an underlying DHT to efficiently resolve range queries on static attributes. This is necessary to overcome the breakage of data locality caused by the randomizing cryptographic hash functions utilized for load balancing in most DHTs. The publish/subscribe layer will be used to resolve queries on dynamic attributes as discussed in the next section.

Within the IS layer of each participating node, there are four modules: the parsing module, the routing module, the query processing module, and the advertisement module. The first three modules cooperate to answer a given query for suitable resources and the fourth is responsible for advertising the current state of the node.

This organization of the system’s nodes is inspired by and similar to that discussed in [16]. However, unlike [16], it will not be required that all connectable nodes must participate in the global overlay. The small subset mentioned earlier would suffice. But the robustness of the system and its degree of fault-tolerance would increase by increasing the size of the subset, because this will decrease the probability of domain isolation in case all gateway nodes fail.

To enable inter-domain routing, a globally unique domainId is assigned for each organizational overlay. All members of a given overlay know its domainId, and the global overlay has a well-known domainId (e.g. all zeros). Consequently, each node in the system can be identified by an Id obtained by concatenating the domainId of the overlay in which the node participates and the Id of the node within the overlay. It should be noted that a globally accessible naming service (e.g. a service similar to DNS or the Contact Service mentioned in [17]) can be used to map more readable and meaningful domain names to domainIds. Such a service could also be implemented using a DHT to prevent it from being a bottleneck to the system.

To facilitate global search, each newly connected GN in an organization broadcasts the domain’s Id to all other members in the global overlay. This way, all the GNs connected to the global overlay will be aware of all reachable domains in the system. A node wishing to perform a global search can do so by either first contacting a GN of its domain to obtain a list of all reachable domains and then issue a domain-specific search request for each one, or delegate this whole process to a GN within its domain.

B. Architectural Layers and Modules

The framework exploits a layered architecture in order to leverage existing technologies and techniques. This has the advantage of distributing responsibilities among different modules and the underlying layers to successfully process a given query for resources and return appropriate matches. The two main layers that the IS layer directly interacts with are the distributed indexing layer and the publish/subscribe layer. The former builds a distributed indexing data structure on top of an underlying DHT to efficiently resolve range queries on static attributes. This is necessary to overcome the breakage of data locality caused by the randomizing cryptographic hash functions utilized for load balancing in most DHTs. The publish/subscribe layer will be used to resolve queries on dynamic attributes as discussed in the next section.

Within the IS layer of each participating node, there are four modules: the parsing module, the routing module, the query processing module, and the advertisement module. The first three modules cooperate to answer a given query for suitable resources and the fourth is responsible for advertising the current state of the node.

Fig. 3 extends Fig. 2 to demonstrate the modules of the information service layer and the interaction between these modules and the underlying layers. Following is a brief description of the responsibilities of each module:

- Advertisement Module periodically monitors the state of the resources available on the node by measuring the values of the attributes specified in the schema and performs resource registration via the underlying publish/subscribe and distributed indexing infrastructures.
- Parsing Module receives incoming queries and parses them according to defined schema to extract the search criteria and search level.
**Query Processing Module** responsible for obtaining suitable matching resources, enforcing the domain's policy rules, and answering the query at hand by interacting with the distributed indexing and publish/subscribe layers. On GNs, this module is also responsible for checking the results against the organization’s defined policies and performing post-query filtering.

**Routing Module** responsible for routing search requests to the appropriate overlay(s) at which they will be processed by member nodes.

In addition to the four modules that run on each node, gateway nodes also maintain an Access Control List (ACL) that defines the capability limits allowed to be exported to certain external domains. This is achieved via a mapping between the organization's domainId and a number of corresponding restrictions on the allowable results.

V. DISCOVERY ALGORITHM

In this section, we discuss a resource discovery algorithm for SAPRDG. Resource discovery is initiated upon reception of a resource lookup request via the information service layer of any node within the system. This request consists of two parts: (i) a query containing a number of predicates, and (ii) the level at which the query will be executed. The request’s structure and organization can be formatted in XML, for example. It is first handed to the parsing module to extract the search criteria and convert it to a form usable by the system.

After extracting the necessary information from the request, the parsing module then passes this information to the routing module to determine where it should be routed in order to be processed. This decision is based on the search level indicated in the lookup request. At this point, the mechanism can proceed in one of three possible directions, according to the possible alternatives of the search level, as shown in Fig. 4. If the search level is the local level, no external routing is necessary and the current node, the one receiving the request, will be responsible for processing the query. If the search level is the targeted (domain-specific) level, the query needs to be routed to a member GN of the target domain's overlay via the global overlay. The last alternative is the global level, in which case the query gets broadcasted to all the domains of the system (also using the global overlay).

Query processing is done locally within each domain by the local query processing module of either any node within the overlay of the organization (if the query originated at that node) or one of the gateway nodes of the organization's overlay (if the query originated at a node in another organization). In other words, if the origin of the query is a foreign node, the task of processing it is delegated to the nearest encountered GN in the target overlay. A flow chart demonstrating how the query is resolved by the local query processing module is shown in Fig. 5.

The module first determines the types of the attributes present in the query's constraints then proceeds in two parallel paths: one for the static attributes and one for the dynamic ones. For static attributes, the distributed indexing layer is used after applying a dimensionality reduction mechanism.
Dynamic attributes are treated differently. Instead of using DHT lookup, we revert to a publish/subscribe mechanism, more specifically a content-based publish/subscribe mechanism [20]. When processing a query, the query processing module determines the dynamic attributes present in the query and expresses its interest in publications with contents matching the desired resource attribute values or value ranges. This is achieved by determining the longest common prefix of the linearized maximums and minimums, looking up the corresponding PHT node, and performing parallel traversal of its sub-tree [19].

Dynamic attribute values \( L_{\text{dynamic}} \), the next step for the query processing module is to filter these results for resources present in both lists (i.e., those matching both types of attributes at the same time) and obtain a list of candidate resources \( L_{\text{candidates}} \).

Depending on whether the query by a GN is on behalf of an external node or not, a final step is performed before returning the final matching results list \( L_{\text{matching}} \) to the node issuing the query. This step is to check the GN’s ACL for any restrictions placed on the results returned to the domain of the originating node. In the case of local level lookups, however, \( L_{\text{matching}} \) will be \( L_{\text{candidates}} \) and this step is not necessary.

From above, it is clear that the final response time is greater than the maximum response time of both the static attributes sub-query and the dynamic attributes sub-query. If the chosen \( t_{\text{sub}} \) is greater than the response time for the static attributes sub-query, the total response time will be greater than \( t_{\text{sub}} \). Otherwise, if the response time for the static attributes sub-query is greater, then the total response time will be greater than that of the static attribute’s sub-query.

**VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The SAPRDG framework was implemented in Java on top of FreePastry\(^1\), an open-source implementation of the Pastry [9] P2P routing substrate. For the purpose of performance evaluation, a customized discrete-event simulator was built. We used Brite [22] topology generator to create a two-level top-down hierarchical topology of 20 ASs each containing 10 routers for a total of 200 router nodes. Fig. 6 illustrates the topology’s graph as visualized by Otter [23], a network visualization tool. The nodes in the graph represent routers to which a number of hosts can be attached and the edges represent communication links between the various routers. Routers belonging to the same AS are represented with the same color.

The Dijkstra shortest-path algorithm [24] was then used to generate a latency matrix whose elements designate the delays between the various routers of the network. The simulator uses the generated router-level topology latency matrix and end-host nodes are then assigned to the different domains by attaching them randomly to one of the domains routers. The latencies between end-host nodes connected to the same router are assumed to be constant and equal to 2 milliseconds. For simplicity, and to enable simulation of large networks, the simulator does not model link bandwidth.

All experiments were run on a Dell PowerEdge 1800 server machine with dual 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processors, 2 GB of RAM, and running CentOS 5 [25] with a 64-bit version on the Linux 2.6.18-8.1.8.el5 kernel and Java run time environment version 1.5.0_12. We used the schema given in Table-2 to evaluate the framework. The metrics used for evaluation are the number of routed messages per domain and the query response time. Each experiment was repeated 5 times and the average number of messages routed per domain and average

\(^1\) FreePastry 2.1 alpha (http://freepastry.rice.edu/)
query response time were calculated.

First, the nodes are created according to the layout discussed in section IV. Each node is then assigned, with uniform probability, random values for the static attributes defined in the attribute schema and these values are inserted into the overlay via the distributed indexing data structure (in our case the PHT). After that, each node periodically publishes random values for their dynamic attributes with uniform distribution. We then pick 10 nodes at random from each domain and concurrently issue global queries from these nodes. To stress the system, the range constraints defined in the query for each attribute cover the attribute’s full range. The number of routed messages in each domain is measured and the average number of routed messages per domain is calculated. In addition, we also calculate the average query response time.

The case studies used for evaluating the performance of SAPRDG are listed in Table III. In each case, the number of GNs for each domain was 3 nodes and the PHT block size was set to 10. For the DHT layer, no replication was present. The publication period for the dynamic attributes was chosen to be 30 seconds. These are, of course, system parameters that could be adjusted to give the best performance according to the system’s needs in a real-world implementation.

Fig. 7 shows how the average number of routed messages per domain increases when the number of nodes per domain increases from 100 to 500 nodes at various numbers of participating organizations. It is clear that, given a certain number of participating organizations, the average number of messages routed per organization increases almost linearly with the increase of number of nodes per organization. The slope of this increment increases as the number of participating organizations gets larger. This can be traced back to the fact that increasing the number of organizations in the experiment would increase the number of nodes concurrently performing queries. However, due to the organization of the system, such traffic will not be of very big concern since it will only reside within the boundaries of the organization which will usually have high-speed LANs connecting its nodes.
Table III

CASE STUDIES USED FOR FRAMEWORK PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Number of Orgs.</th>
<th>Number of Nodes Per Organization</th>
<th>Total Number of Nodes</th>
<th>Total Number of Queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>From 100 To 500</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>From 100 To 500</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>From 100 To 500</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>From 100 To 500</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>From 100 To 500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 illustrates the average query response times for the same set of experiments. It can be seen from the chart that the system exhibits a small increase in response time with respect to the number of nodes per organization (approximately 1 second for each 100 node increment).

In order to demonstrate the performance gain of the SAPRDG approach over the traditional flat overlay approach, we compared the response times and number of routed messages obtained for cases C1, C2, and C3 against local search within a single overlay using the same topology generated with Brite. In this sense, the nodes of the single overlay are distributed amongst the ASs without regard to any organizational boundaries.

Fig. 7 Average number of routed messages vs. number of nodes per organization

Fig. 8 Average query response time vs. number of nodes per organization

As can be seen in Fig. 9, the total number of routed messages in a system utilizing our proposed framework is significantly less than that of a system based on a single global overlay. This is because clustering the nodes will create local overlays with smaller number of nodes. Thus, the Id range defining the range of objects for which a node is responsible for increases. Having a smaller number of nodes per overlay also means that the number of forwarding nodes in the multicast tree that the publish/subscribe infrastructure will decrease. These consequences, in turn, would cause a fewer number of hops in order to resolve range queries.

It is also noted that, as shown in Fig. 10, the average query response time also decreases. Plotting the performance gain in response time for our framework over the traditional flat approach for the three studied cases using the formula:

\[ g = \frac{m_1 - m_2}{m_1} \]  

(1)

Where \( m_1 \) is the response time using a traditional flat approach to resource discovery and \( m_2 \) is the measurement using the proposed hierarchical approach, Fig. 11, it is apparent that the framework reduces the average response time for a given query by around 55%. This is largely due to the fact that we are now performing parallel search in all the local overlays in, roughly, the same time. This divide and conquer methodology is more efficient than the traditional approach in which the search is conducted over a large number of widely distributed nodes. In addition, having the nodes in close proximity form a local overlay reduces the distances the messages are required to travel and speeds up the search.

A. Impact of Number of Domains on Performance

To study the impact of the number of clusters (domains) on a system having a fixed number of nodes, we generated a system with 2400 nodes and initiated 24 concurrent global queries for the cases where the nodes (and query sources) were distributed evenly between two, four, six, and eight domains, respectively. As with previous experiments, we measured the average query response time and the total number of lookup messages routed within the system.

The results shown in Table IV illustrate the effect of clustering on the total number of lookup messages. The table also shows the performance gain in each metric for each of the four cases compared against a system using the flat approach with the same number of nodes and queries. As can be seen, the number of routed messages decreases when the number of domains upon which the nodes are distributed increases. The average query response time experiences similar results. The response time has dropped from 10.6 seconds in the case of two domains to less than 9 seconds for the case of eight domains.

It is expected that further performance improvement can be achieved by extending the framework to support a multi-level hierarchy organization in which the nodes within the domains are further clustered according to network proximity in a way similar to how multi-level hierarchical topologies are generated in Brite.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Peer-to-peer promises to eliminate most of the Grid’s bottlenecks. Exploiting P2P techniques in current Grid services, such as the GIS, would achieve higher degrees of scalability. Structured P2P overlays guarantee bounded results and provide greater scalability than their unstructured counterparts which make them more suitable for a system as large as a global Grid. Both solutions, however, do not take locality and administrative control, a crucial consideration in Grids, into account.

In this paper we proposed SAPRDG, a framework for resource discovery in Grid environments based on a hierarchical structured peer-to-peer architecture. Simulated experimental results have shown that the framework is both scalable in terms of, both, response time and number of generated lookup traffic. The framework also preserves administrative control and autonomy because routing between various administrative domains is permitted according to the policies defined by the target domain. In addition, the framework takes the differences in nature between the dynamic and static attributes defining a resource’s state into account and increases parallelism in the resource query resolution process to reduce the query response time and amount of generated traffic per domain. Although the discussed organization uses only two levels, which would normally be sufficient for building a scalable GIS, it could easily be extended to support more levels if necessary.

One of the limitations that the framework suffers from is that it does not support evolvable attribute schemas. The attribute schema has to be fixed and known in advance. This is planned to be addressed in the future. Future work also includes: an attempt to expose the framework’s functionality as OGSA Grid services that can be used to augment resource discovery in Grid resource management systems (GRMSs), and studying the effect of churn on the system. Finally, in order to study the performance of the framework more accurately, we plan to perform experiments on more realistic environments. Examples of such environments include a network emulation testbed on a cluster of workstations, using ModelNet [26] for example, or a global research network like PlanetLab [27].
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(a) Performance gain in response time over traditional single overlay approach for cases: (a) C1 (b) C2 and (c) C3


[27] PlanetLab, http://www.planet-lab.org/
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